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The space characters in the Unicode Standard can be identified by their General Category,
[gc=Zs], in the Unicode Character Database. One exceptional “space” character is U+200B
!"#$ %&'() *+,-". This character, although called a “space” in its name, does not actually
have any width or visible glyph in display. It functions primarily to indicate word bound-
aries in writing systems that do not actually use orthographic spaces to separate words in
text. It is given the General Category [gc=Cf] and is treated as a format control character,
rather than as a space character, in implementations. Further discussion of U+200B !"#$
%&'() *+,-", as well as other zero-width characters with special properties, can be found
in Section 16.2, Layout Controls.

Dashes and Hyphens

Because of its prevalence in legacy encodings, U+002D ).+)"/-0&/1* is the most com-
mon of the dash characters used to represent a hyphen. It has ambiguous semantic value
and is rendered with an average width. U+2010 ).+)"/ represents the hyphen as found in
words such as “left-to-right.” It is rendered with a narrow width. When typesetting text,
U+2010 ).+)"/ is preferred over U+002D ).+)"/-0&/1*. U+2011 /$/-2#",3&/4
).+)"/ has the same semantic value as U+2010 ).+)"/, but should not be broken across
lines.

U+2012 5&41#" ',*) has the same (ambiguous) semantic as the U+002D ).+)"/-0&/1*,
but has the same width as digits (if they are monospaced). U+2013 "/ ',*) is used to indi-
cate a range of values, such as 1973–1984, although in some languages hyphen is used for
that purpose. The en dash should be distinguished from the U+2212 0&/1* *&4/, which is
an arithmetic operator. Although it is not preferred in mathematical typesetting, typogra-
phers sometimes use U+2013 "/ ',*) to represent the minus sign, particularly a unary
minus. When interpreting formulas, U+002D ).+)"/-0&/1*, U+2012 5&41#" ',*), and
U+2212 0&/1* *&4/ should each be taken as indicating a minus sign, as in “x = a - b”, unless
a higher-level protocol precisely defines which of these characters serves that function.

U+2014 "0 ',*) is used to make a break—like this—in the flow of a sentence. (Some
typographers prefer to use U+2013 "/ ',*) set off with spaces – like this – to make the
same kind of break.) Like many other conventions for punctuation characters, such usage
may depend on language. This kind of dash is commonly represented with a typewriter as
a double hyphen. In older mathematical typography, U+2014 "0 ',*) may also used to
indicate a binary minus sign. U+2015 )$#&!$/(,6 2,# is used to introduce quoted text in
some typographic styles.

Dashes and hyphen characters may also be found in other character blocks in the Unicode
Standard. A list of dash and hyphen characters appears in Table 6-3. For a description of the
line breaking behavior of dashes and hyphens, see Unicode Standard Annex #14, “Unicode
Line Breaking Algorithm.”

Soft Hyphen. Despite its name, U+00AD *$5( ).+)"/ is not a hyphen, but rather an
invisible format character used to indicate optional intraword breaks. As described in

U+2005 5$1#-+"#-"0 *+,-"
U+2006 *&7-+"#-"0 *+,-"
U+2007 5&41#" *+,-"
U+2008 +1/-(1,(&$/ *+,-"
U+2009 ()&/ *+,-"
U+200A ),&# *+,-"
U+202F /,##$% /$-2#",3 *+,-"
U+205F 0"'&10 0,()"0,(&-,6 *+,-"
U+3000 &'"$4#,+)&- *+,-"
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The reserved code points U+2064..U+2069 and U+FFF0..U+FFF8, as well as any reserved
code points in the range U+E0000..U+E0FFF, are reserved for the possible future encoding
of other format control characters. Because of this, they are treated as default ignorable
code points. For more information, see Section 5.21, Default Ignorable Code Points.

Space Characters

The most commonly used space character is U+0020 !"#$%. Also often used is its non-
breaking counterpart, U+00A0 &'-()%#* !"#$%. These two characters have the same
width, but behave differently for line breaking. For more information, see Unicode Stan-
dard Annex #14, “Unicode Line Breaking Algorithm.” U+00A0 &'-()%#* !"#$% behaves
like a numeric separator for the purposes of bidirectional layout. (See Unicode Standard
Annex #9, “Unicode Bidirectional Algorithm,” for a detailed discussion of the Unicode
Bidirectional Algorithm.) In ideographic text, U+3000 +,%'-)#".+$ !"#$% is commonly
used because its width matches that of the ideographs.

The main difference among other space characters is their width. U+2000..U+2006 are
standard quad widths used in typography. U+2007 /+-0)% !"#$% has a fixed width, known
as tabular width, which is the same width as digits used in tables. U+2008 "0&$10#1+'&
!"#$% is a space defined to be the same width as a period. U+2009 1.+& !"#$% and U+200A
.#+) !"#$% are successively smaller-width spaces used for narrow word gaps and for justi-
fication of type. The fixed-width space characters (U+2000..U+200A) are derived from
conventional (hot lead) typography. Algorithmic kerning and justification in computerized
typography do not use these characters. However, where they are used (for example, in
typesetting mathematical formulae), their width is generally font-specified, and they typi-
cally do not expand during justification. The exception is U+2009 1.+& !"#$%, which
sometimes gets adjusted.

In addition to the various fixed-width space characters, there are a few script-specific space
characters in the Unicode Standard. U+1680 '-.#2 !"#$% 2#)* is unusual in that it is
generally rendered with a visible horizontal line, rather than being blank.

Space characters with special behavior in word or line breaking are described in “Line and
Word Breaking” in Section 16.2, Layout Controls, and Unicode Standard Annex #14, “Uni-
code Line Breaking Algorithm.”

U+00A0 &'-()%#* !"#$% has an additional, important function in the Unicode Standard.
It may serve as the base character for displaying a nonspacing combining mark in apparent
isolation. Versions of the standard prior to Version 4.1 indicated that U+0020 !"#$% could
also be used for this function, but !"#$% is no longer recommended, because of potential
interactions with the handling of !"#$% in XML and other markup languages. See
Section 2.11, Combining Characters, for further discussion.

Space characters are found in several character blocks in the Unicode Standard. The list of
space characters appears in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2.  Unicode Space Characters

Code Name
U+0020 !"#$%
U+00A0 &'-()%#* !"#$%
U+1680 '-.#2 !"#$% 2#)*
U+180E 2'&-'3+#& 4'5%3 !%"#)#1')
U+2000 %& 60#,
U+2001 %2 60#,
U+2002 %& !"#$% 
U+2003 %2 !"#$%
U+2004 1.)%%-"%)-%2 !"#$%


